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Poetry, like music, puts people in touch with truth,
goodness, and beauty. Both of these arts have healing
power because they demand silence, provide companionship, move the heart, expand the mind, and open persons
to reality.
Therese von Wuellenweber was not a poet but she
found the poetic form a helpful medium to express her
innermost thoughts, feelings, impulses, hopes, and vision.
Forced rhyme or faulty form did not disturb her writing.
What mattered was to get it out! The thirty-six poems extant
in the notebook which Therese brought from Myllendonk to
Neuwerk to Tivoli to Rome encompass more than forty
years of her life's journey. They reveal the inner Therese.
She is a woman able to find meaning in everything.
She manifests an ability to dialogue with her deepest inner
self. She has a capacity to project her feelings and
thoughts onto an imaginary figure or place herself in an
imaginary situation, so as more freely to express her inner
movements. She is gifted with a sacramental perception of
reality and an ability to paint with words. There is a warmth
and heartiness about her. Friendship and relationships are
important to her. Her poems reveal a Therese who is
creative, compassionate, reflective, religious, dedicated,
and fully human.
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In some ways we may have exaggerated her
vocational search - though indeed it was a long one - and
so we may have missed the giftedness of this energetic
and noble woman fully in touch with life — a woman called
by God to break through the enclosed walls of a real castle
into the world she loved for God's sake, even to its
furthermost seas.
Walking with Therese through her thoughts, feelings,
struggles, and world vision by means of her poems is an
invitation to look at our own thoughts, feelings, self-giving,
and world view. Therese's notebook of poetry is a miniature
spiritual diary. May all who read it find inspiration and draw
renewed life from it.

WHO IS THERESE?1
Therese was a woman of her times. Unlike most
people she was born in a castle and inherited a title of
nobility. Like most people she had her lights and shadows.
Nobility, lights, shadows — these made no difference.
Therese was a woman of vision: a vision she knew herself
called to fulfill, though it took her years to discover, grasp
and clarify how it was meant to be fulfilled.
Two qualities characterize Therese's life and
vocation: an apostolic and a mission quality. These blend
together as one in her person. Her notes and letters reflect
this. We need only listen: "I always loved to reflect on how
the Apostles and devout women worked together in the
time of Jesus . . ." (Life Sketch 1892). "My whole being is
drawn to everything that is apostolic" (Letter, May 27,
1882). "Everything that has to do with mission always
attracts me in a special way" (Chronicle, Apr. 1882). "When
I hear about the missions I experience real urgency within
me" (Aug. 10, 1875).

1

This presentation aims to introduce the person of Therese von
Wuellenweber. It is not a historical account of her life. Its purpose,
rather, is to provide a broad backdrop, so to speak, to help the reader
situate Therese's poems within the context of her life. Events which do
not figure in her poetry are not included in this presentation. The intent
throughout this volume is to help the reader walk with Therese as she
uncovers her heart in its connections with God, with nature, the world,
others, and her own deepest self.
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This single twofold apostolic-mission impulse
energizes Therese's spirit. It gives her direction, governs
her choices, and motivates all her endeavors. In short, it
distinguishes her life, her vocation, and vision. Here lies
Therese's greatness: in her love, fortitude, fidelity, and
willingness to give everything to live out her vision to the
end.
Therese's roots were in the Rhineland, Germany.
She was born on February 19, 1833, at Castle Myllendonk
near Mönchengladbach, as the first child of Baron
Theodore von Wuellenweber and his wife, Elizabeth (nee
Lefort). Therese was baptized the following day in the
castle chapel. In 1846, she received her first Communion in
the parish church of Korschenbroich. Her parents provided
her with a solid Christian upbringing and a thorough
education. At the age of 15, Therese went to Liège,
Belgium, to continue her education as a resident student at
the Benedictine school, Our Lady of Peace. While there
she received the sacrament of Confirmation and was one of
the founding members of the Sodality of Mary at the school.
Therese completed her studies at Eastertime 1850, and
returned to Myllendonk. There she helped her mother with
the household duties and visits to the poor and sick of the
locality and assisted her father in his administrative work.

The question for Therese now was how to respond to
this still-vague interior call. Hearing that the spirituality of
the Society of the Sacred Heart, founded by Madeleine
Sophie Barat, somewhat resembled that of the Jesuits,
Therese decided to try her vocation there. She entered the
Society at Blumenthal, Vaals (Netherlands) on June 13,
1857. Less than three weeks later, death unexpectedly
claimed her mother. It was noted at the time that Therese's
strong faith edified others and was indicative of a true
vocation. By 1863, it became clear to the Society, however,
that Therese lacked aptitude for one of its principal aims:
the work of education. Consequently, her call was not
there. On her part, Therese's apostolic mission yearnings
gave her no rest. She left the Society in March 1863.

Meanwhile the Jesuits had come to Cologne and
were promoting the "Popular Missions". Though this was
something quite new, thousands flocked to the conferences
given by teams of missionaries. Therese participated in two
missions: one in December-January (1852-53) and another
in 1857. The zeal of the preachers, especially of Philip von
Mehlen, SJ, inspired Therese. His words had power; they
fired her spirit and evoked desire in her. Years later,
recalling this experience, she told how she was completely
taken up with the thought of the missions. Her participation
in a Jesuit-preached retreat in 1856 again moved her
awakening apostolic-missionary heart. One of her poems
captures the moment of grace: "... you perceive what God
is asking of you" (Nonnenwerth, 1856).
x

A brief stay with the Visitation Sisters at Muelheim
convinced her quickly that her future did not lie there either.
A third attempt to find her place took her back to Belgium in
1868. There she lived the life of the Sisters of Perpetual
Adoration for two years. She worked with them in the poor
parishes of Brussels, Liège, and Ghent, catechizing
German immigrants and serving as organist. Again that
pressing urge within to be entirely for the missions led her
back to Myllendonk in 1871.
Meanwhile, Ludwig von Essen had been named
pastor of the parish church in Neuwerk near Myllendonk.
He was a man with mission plans and contacts. In fact, for
a time he collaborated with the German priest, Arnold
Janssen, toward the founding of a mission house in Steyl,
Holland. Hearing this, Therese's hopes grew. She placed
herself under the spiritual guidance of Pastor von Essen.
In 1875, Therese learned that part of the former
Benedictine Abbey in Neuwerk was up for rent. Was this a
sign from God? She seized the opportunity. In 1876, she
rented the east wing of the old abbey and in 1879, she
bought it. She hoped that it would be possible, with the help
xi
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of her mission-minded pastor, to begin a center there for
missionary sisters. In fact, already in 1874 she had drawn
up her will, designating her entire property for that very
purpose.

Institute to the Society. In early 1883 she designated the
Society as her sole heir. She made private perpetual vows
on May 31, 1883, and received the name, Sister Mary
Therese of the Apostles. Her joy was great on recognizing
her life's aspirations in the Rule: "The life of those who join
this work is the apostolic life." The members "adhere to the
holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ by living in obedience,
poverty, chastity, and the apostolate."

There were difficulties. The Kulturkampf laws forbade
the foundation of religious groups in Germany.
Consequently, Therese's mission plans had to be
concealed. She started by beginning a charitable institution
under the name, St. Barbara Institute. Seeing the
immediate needs around her, Therese took in orphans,
instructed girls in sewing and handicraft and quietly taught
them the faith. This was a beginning but it did not by far
meet her deepest urgings and desires.
In 1882, Therese chanced upon an advertisement in
the Cologne newspaper for a periodical called, The
Missionary. It announced a new organization: the
"Apostolic Teaching Society". Its purpose was to support,
revivify and strengthen persons in their faith and with
apostolic zeal to spread and deepen Christian life
everywhere so that everyone could find true life and
happiness in God.
A swift letter was on its way to the editor. Therese
wrote: "My deepest longing before God was always to
dedicate myself to the missions, to be of service to them...
As I read your periodical, The Missionary, my innermost
desires were awakened... Likewise, my inner desire has
always been for everything apostolic" (May 27, 1882). The
founding priest, John Baptist Jordan (later Father Francis),
visited Therese in Neuwerk some weeks later. After the
visit Therese wrote: "He impressed me as a humble, true,
zealous apostle... my only desire is to belong firmly to this
Society until death." On September 5, 1882, Therese made
private vows in the Apostolic Teaching Society.
Resolute woman that she was and knowing no half
measures, the next day Therese donated her St. Barbara

xii

Some years were yet to pass before the foundation
of the Sisters' Community in the spirit of Father Francis
could take place. Life went on and Therese continued in
Neuwerk. In addition to her needlework school and caring
for orphans, she worked with the Society's Angel Sodality
for children, and promoted Cooperators of the Society as
well as its publication, The Missionary. Only in 1888, after
many difficulties, could Father Francis call Therese and her
companion, Ursula, to Rome. The foundation, however,
was not to take place there but in the nearby town of Tivoli.
Some candidates from the Diocese of Bamberg joined
them. Therese and two others received the religious habit
on December 8, 1888, the foundation day of the Sisters'
Congregation. From that day on Therese was known as
Mary of the Apostles.
Two years passed. A call came for missionaries for
Assam, India. Years earlier Father Francis had written in
his Spiritual Diary: "Oh, that there were holy apostles
hastening throughout the world, evangelizing all!" Like him,
Therese, "drawn to everything apostolic" and "completely
taken up by the missions," was ready to send out her first
missionaries. Out of a total of only seven professed
members three were to depart! Because Father Francis
and Mother Mary both believed in complementarity of
apostolic action, from the very beginning priests, brothers,
and sisters collaborated in mission.
The young congregation of sisters grew. They
became known in Tivoli, and religious instruction in the
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parish was entrusted to them. There were other
developments, too. All this time Father Francis and Mother
Mary desired to have the sisters settle in Rome, but their
requests came to naught. Through hardship and suffering
God Himself brought them there. On June 21, 1894, two
sisters died of typhus. This turn of events required that
Mother Mary and twenty sisters leave Tivoli for Rome. After
the danger of contagion passed, they were to return. Later
the decision was altered; on September 24, they received
permission to settle in Rome. Therese's desire expressed
in her poem of 1893 was indeed fulfilled. Eventually
property was acquired and in 1904 the convent in Rome
was designated as the central motherhouse.

Therese von Wuellenweber, today "Blessed Mary of the
Apostles," was beatified by Pope Paul VI on October 13,
1968, in St. Peter's Basilica. Her feastday is celebrated
each year on September 5th.

The Congregation flourished and grew. New
foundations opened in Ecuador (1893); in the USA (1895);
in Switzerland (1895); in Hungary (1899); in Austria (1899);
in Belgium (1904).
In the meantime the Society acquired a new name.
On May 22, 1893, Mother Mary wrote: "Today I heard ...
that our dear Society has now received another name ...,
the beautiful name: Society of the Divine Savior. After the
change of apostolic to catholic, which for me . . . was a sad
change in the year 1882, I am very happy and will thank
God for this name which directs us to the Savior once
again." The men's branch became known as the Society of
the Divine Savior; the women's as the Congregation of the
Sisters of the Divine Savior (Salvatorians). The apostolic,
universal, missionary spirit and character remained. The
goal and purpose of all apostolic endeavors was now
placed at the forefront: Jesus Christ, the Savior of all.
Christmas, the day on which the Church commemorates
the Incarnation of the Divine Savior of the world, became
the principal Salvatorian feastday.

The apostolic, universal, mission spirit of Father
Francis and Mother Mary continues to flourish in the
Congregation. Since its first foundation in Italy (1888) and
its first mission in India (1890-1915), as well as other
foundations mentioned above, like the Society, the Sisters'
Congregation continues to reach out to a world in need.
Other foundations are: Germany (1916); China (1925-53);
Poland (1929); England (1930); Brazil (1936); Colombia
(1950); Sri Lanka (1954); Tanzania (1957); Holy Land
(1958); Zaire (1958); Taiwan (1961); France (1962-68);
Spain (1962-1970); Australia (1963-68); Philippines (196667, 1973); Malaysia (1975-81, 1994); S. India (1984);
Mozambique (1993).
Therese's hopes and vision perdure: "People
everywhere are finding life: salvation! - God's kingdom is
spreading worldwide!" (Yearning, 1875).

Mother Mary of the Apostles died on Christmas,
December 25, 1907. On December 27, she was buried in
the German cemetery near St. Peter's Basilica in Rome.

xiv
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INTRODUCTION
The study of primary sources has been one of the
most fruitful characteristics of individual and group research
of modern times. It has also been a strong factor in
promoting religious renewal.
In the last decade, the Sisters of the Divine Savior
established a study group to research Salvatorian origins
and history based on primary sources and to make those
sources available to the members. This task required
research and translations as well as the setting up of a
classification system for the ordering of their findings in
preparation for a series of publications. The collection was
entitled: STUDIA DE HISTORIA SALVATORIANA (SHS),
Salvatorian Historical Studies.
The primary subject of these studies at present is
Therese von Wuellenweber, more familiarly known as Mary
of the Apostles. For this reason, those involved in this
project are known as the "Mary of the Apostles Study
Group." The series of publications issuing from their work
will include: (1) Biographies; (2) Personal Writings; (3)
Testimonies; (4) Persons in SDS History; (5) Religious
Communities in SDS History; (6) Places in SDS History; (7)
Studies of Salvatorian Spirit; (8) Individual Studies; (9) SDS
Foundation and Development; (10) Historical Background.
This book is the first of Therese's personal writings
to appear in print. It contains her poems written in German
and French between 1850-1893 and some original verses
which she set to be sung to familiar hymn tunes. Most of
the illustrations in this book — silhouette cuttings, pencil
drawings, and watercolor paintings — are also her work.
The original booklet of poems is preserved in the
archives of the Congregation's general motherhouse in
Rome, Italy. The size of the notebook is 17x21cm
(6¾x8¼"). It contains 90 unlined sheets. Therese's writings

xvii
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fill pages 1-62 (beginning on the back side of the first
sheet); pages 63-90 are empty. The notebook originally
had a dark blue mottled cardboard cover with a tawny
colored backing. In 1982 the notebook was professionally
treated and rebound in a specialized bindery for the
preservation of precious books and documents.
It is difficult to know the actual order in which
Therese wrote her poems. In her notebook they appear in
chronological order of years; but it is not clear if she
actually composed them in that order within the given
years. It seems that Therese only wrote them into her book
after 1863. The handwriting and the color of ink (compared
with other writings of hers) are of that period. She may
have had the poems scattered and when later she copied
them into her book, she did so without reference to their
exact sequence.
Frequent dashes or series of dots punctuate this
English collection of Therese's poems, just as they appear
in the originals. Such markings are characteristic of
Therese and are also found in her other personal writings.
Parentheses in the text indicate that these are not found in
the original. They have been incorporated into the English
text for poetic form or clarity of thought.
It is hoped that the presentation, "Who is Therese,"
and the commentaries on the poems will assist the reader
to walk closely with Therese as she shares her Spiritual
Journal in Poetry.

xviii

SPIRITUAL JOURNAL IN POETRY

POEMS BY THERESE
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Praised be Jesus Christ

THOUGHTS

THOUGHTS

Therese was a resident student at the Benedictine
school, Our Lady of Peace, in Liège, Belgium, from 18481850. Her mother considered the school a very good one.
She noted in her diary that the curriculum was rich; the
religious life was not too strict and the teachers were not
only well-educated but also experienced in dealing with
people of society.

Through religion everything is enveloped in a light
that is at once clear and mystical. This is exactly what our
human spirit needs.

The first few entries in this notebook of Therese's
personal writings are dated 1850. One wonders: did she
begin the notebook while still at school or after her return to
Myllendonk in the spring of 1850? We do not know. What is
significant is that Therese fills the first page of her notebook
with thoughts about religion. Unlike the rest of the book
which is poetry, these thoughts are written in the form of an
essay. There is no way of knowing if Therese copied them
for herself from some book; or if they were a dictation taken
during class while still at school; or if they are her own
reflections.
These lines tell us that religion is central in the life of
Therese. The foundation for this was laid at home. Therese
will stand firm on this foundation and continue to build on it
throughout life.

Religion binds us with a gentle chain, so to speak, to
everything that is true, noble, and beautiful. At all times it
preserves in us a joyful awareness and an uplifting hope.
Oh! were it possible that in every moment of our life, we
could look upon the world and life itself in the light of
religion, adhere to it, and act in accord with its blessed
teachings and precepts.
No one enjoys life so much, and at the same time is
as glad to leave it, as the person who has truly grasped its
purpose.
Religion is the surest guide to a happy life. Only
through religion can all the good things of life be enjoyed
harmlessly. Besides, religion alone can offer true
consolation in suffering. Religion consecrates everything,
and the source of its hope can never fail or run dry.

1850
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TO THE MOTHER OF GOD

TO THE MOTHER OF GOD

Therese wrote and dedicated her first poem to Our
Lady. The poem speaks very simply about a great trust in
the Mother of God.

O Mother, you know how I love the good,
that happiness your Son taught us to strive for —
You see my will: it would
seek no evil; for I want nothing more
than, with all my heart, to be
dedicated to all that is good unceasingly.

4

While Therese was studying at the Benedictine
school in Liège, she joined together with two other students
to found and form the first Sodality of Mary at the school.
Madame Stephanie, OSB, one of the teachers, guided
them in this initiative. Sodality members had to be
outstanding in behavior and scholastic achievement. They
served as a kind of "core group" within the student body.
The members not only honored the Mother of God but also
met regularly to reflect on the gospels and to share their
insights, (something unusual at that time, though common
today).
Therese may have written this poem as a Sodality
activity or out of personal devotion to Our Lady on one of
her feastdays. It is also possible that she composed it
during the month of May after her return from Liège to
Myllendonk.

5

You alone can help me reach
the goal which beckons to me faithfully
from afar. So, help me, Mary, teach
me. Alone, I am powerless —. But see,
with your help, the power is such
that through you, Mary, I accomplish much!
1850
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LONGING

LONGING

This poem is an expression of Therese's appreciation
for the gift of friendship. These lines seem to refer to
friendships that were formed while Therese was studying at
Liège.
One particularly close friend of Therese was Sophie
van der Kun, a classmate, who later became a Carmelite
nun. Years later, Sophie prayed with her Carmelite
community for the success of the Salvatorian foundation in
Belgium. She kept in contact with Therese practically until
her death.
Justine de Bellefroid, a day student at the school
and a classmate of Therese, was another close friend. After
finishing school they exchanged letters for quite some time.
Therese addressed one of her poems to Justine.
Therese may also have been close to Madame
Stephanie, her teacher, - and seemingly her mentor as a
sodality member, though we have no proof of this.
There can be no doubt as to the friendship between
Therese and Bishop van Bommel. In her poem dedicated to
him, Therese addresses him: "dear illustrious friend" and
speaks of him as "this friend" ... "a father." He confirmed
Therese while she was at Liège. He was also her
confidante.
This poem is one example of Therese's ability to see
beyond what is to something deeper. For instance, "union
of hearts" in this life is a "token of heaven's communion."

7

Oh! the greatest of joys for me,
among those life offers, is to be
with you (dear ones), whom I hold
in my heart . . . with you, who once received poured
out in your soul the many untold
thoughts often locked in my mind and stored
them away reverently. - From your side,
you trusted me so faithfully as to confide
to me your inmost selves and every plight,
lovingly building on my humble insight.
Being with you, I think of paradise.
O union of hearts! — Like the glowing sunrise,
you point to another world and its happiness,
which our present union can only dimly express.
Happiness in this world is passing and rare;
but in heaven, what happiness we will share!
There we will again find one another,
be together and see each other . . .
never . . . never to be parted again.
O Virtue, lead me to holiness and heaven!
Friendships here with their partings are but a token
of heaven's communion, never to be broken!
1850
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LAMENT
(Original in French)

LAMENT

9

To the Bishop of Liège, C. van Bommel
+ April 7, 1852, 7:00 p.m.
The theme of this poem is grief and longing. It is
addressed to the Bishop of Liège, Belgium.
Cornelius van Bommel took a strong stance in
Belgium against state laws aimed at imposing on Catholics
a form of education for their children contrary to that
chosen for them by their families. Undergoing their own
difficulties, the people of the German Rhineland drew
courage from the bishop's example. So it was that
Therese's parents consulted Bishop van Bommel regarding
a school for their daughter.
On the bishop's advice, it was decided to send
Therese to the Benedictine school in Liège. The bishop's
so-called "niece" was also to go there. In fact, the two 16
year-old's spent their monthly free day with the bishop.
Bishop van Bommel died two years after Therese
had completed her studies at Liège. Shocked by the news,
she poured her heart out in this poem. The grief expressed
in it suggests that Therese wrote it almost immediately on
hearing of the bishop's death. She headed the poem, "To
the Bishop of Liège." She followed that with the date and
hour of his passing. Because of its tone, we have entitled
this poem, Lament, using Therese's heading as a subtitle.
Cornelius van Bommel was born in Leyden,
Netherlands, April 4, 1790 and was ordained in Münster,
Germany, in 1816. He was Bishop of Liège until his death
on April 7, 1852.

What a death!
dear illustrious friend, you are no more!
Never again will I see you as in times before;
never again will I hear
your words so gentle and dear.
Now that you are dead,
I feel as if my very happiness has fled.
O heart of mine, young heart,
count on hope no more.
Like this friend others will depart.
Alas! many have already gone before
and there remains nothing - nothing
but olden memories and suffering.
If I could but name your countless ways
of kindness . . . those many days,
brimful of happiness, that we passed together...
But now I can only say: Never —
never again. Oh!
Beloved Bishop, to think that you would go!
From now on Liège will be
lonely and empty for me:
the one who loved it now rests
in heaven. Yes, matchless heaven! You possess
the greatest attraction and holiest of charms.
One day all I love will have fled to your great arms.
O eminent Bishop! Speak for me there too,
for your little Therese has lost a father in you.
She herself will persevere in prayer
until your wise counsels unite her with you there.
1852
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Original French Text:

EVERYTHING PASSES
(Original
in French)
A L'EVEQUE
DE LIEGE,
C. VAN BOMMEL

EVERYTHING PASSES
EVERYTHING
(Original in PASSES
French)

(MORT 7 Avril, 1852, - 7 hres du soir)

At 19 years of age Therese most likely was familiar
with the well-known saying of her patron, St. Theresa of
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Indeed, everything passes! O word, O truth unerred both terrible and joyful! To you must bend
both continual pleasure and constant pain;
for everything points to and is designed to gain
a city more beautiful, holy and serene,
where love reigns forever and where God is seen!
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FORGET-ME-NOT

Therese writes this poem two years after her return
from Liège to Myllendonk. She addresses it to "Justine."
Without doubt this is Justine de Bellefroid, one of Therese's
classmates at Our Lady of Peace school in Liège. We know
about Justine from a report that Therese (then Mother
Mary) wrote years later about Belgium for Father Francis,
when he was considering making a foundation there.
In that report Therese describes the area
surrounding Liège and the city itself. Then she recalls some
of her experiences there. - "Already in 1849, thinking of
Rome, I wanted to study Italian there (at the Benedictine
school), but none of the religious knew it. Justine de
Bellefroid, a day student, was taking lessons at home. She
used to bring her lessons to school for me. In exchange, I
taught her German. Later, we corresponded in Italian."
Therese may have written and sent this poem to
Justine for her birthday or nameday, or simply as part of the
correspondence she speaks of. It is a lovely expression of
Therese's appreciation of the gift of friendship.

FORGET-ME-NOT

I would love to play the poet today,
but I fear I will not be able to say
what lies on my heart. Instead you will hear
from a tiny flower that God begot.
It speaks without words: "Justine dear,
Forget-me-not!"
When you stroll in lovely gardens, caught
by their beauty; or simply stand lost in thought;
or, when perhaps you even find
that I myself come to mind, remember the flower and what it represents
(in its modest magnificence).
When your heart is stirred
by music, or when memories that time has blurred
(break free and flow like a river) —
recall the flower with its wordless word
and the fondness of its faraway giver.
And when you kneel reverently in prayer,
put in a word for me then and there. Yes, tiny flower in your shaded spot,
like you, Therese says today: "Forget-me-not!"

1852
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ANOTHER SPRING

From Therese's poems, it is evident that she loved
both nature and people. She definitely had an observant
eye and tender feelings for both.
The first lines of this poem merely set the scene:
spring with its beauty, joy and mirth. - Then, the lone
leading character enters. We are unable to identify the
elderly subject of the poem. The man may have been one
of the poor whom Therese and her mother looked after in
times of need over the years; or someone Therese
observed on her walks to church; or a fictitious figure
portraying any one of us in our later years. - What stands
out here is Therese's ability, already at age 20, to enter into
the thoughts and feelings of another and to express these
with great sensitivity.

36
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ANOTHER SPRING

The air is balmy and the valley is green;
quite a few flowers can already be seen...
Spring's arrival truly charms the sight!
Oh! that everyone would pause and delight
in it! An innocent child capers to and fro Little one, may you always remain so...
An old man, led by his cane,
shuffles outdoors.
His dim eyes peer beyond the lane
down to the green valley.
Memories of olden days arise
and wistfully dally
until the old man sighs:
"It's all futility! —
And yet, in times past I had ability;
indeed, my heart was warm.
But what have you done to it,
Suffering and Storm . . . !
Alas! Everything about me now is cold —
I feel it bitterly: being so old"...
His gaze shifts
to the sunlight all about;
"How I would love still to make merry,"
(his heart would shout).
But thought resists:
"You? You cannot, without a doubt!"
Then, of a sudden, through inner light
his old heart grasps:
"Earthly spring is no longer mine;"
(Indeed, his very spirit laughs!)
"nor will I be deprived of springtime!
(cont.)
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No! —
Oh! Life of nature ever new:
enthrall others with your natural charms!
Countless times I rejoiced in you,
forgot my cares in your soft arms —
but now I know I can no more . . .
I suffer much to my inmost core and sense heaven's new life is soon to be
my destiny; for here, nothing more gives joy to me"...
Just then a breeze moves through the vale;
it kisses that head, bald and pale,
of the ninety-year-old.
He, then, feeling chilled through with cold,
closes his eyes. He is very still . . . until . . .
"O aged man, you earned your spring!"
Looking, he sees a beauteous thing:
heaven opened and the life to be . . .
An angel beckons: "Come and see!"
At that his pulse reawakens with a start!
In a single throb, a mighty sob rings. —
It was the last beat of that tired old heart,
now newly-alive in the loveliest of springs!
1853
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THE HEART

In the second half of the 19th century, various
German dioceses, assisted by the Jesuits, promoted
Popular Missions. In some way this would be comparable
to a contemporary Parish Mission. At the time, however,
the Popular Mission reached beyond parish limits and was
generally based on the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius.
Its purpose was to deepen and renew the Christian life of
the people through an intense week of conferences on the
truths of the faith, the reception of the sacraments,
exercises of prayer, etc.
The Archdiocese of Cologne sponsored some 700
missions between 1850-52. The one preached at Gladbach
from December 1852 into January 1853 drew the von
Wuellenweber family.
Without doubt, the Ignatian emphasis on discernment
of feelings and interior movements - most probably touched
on by the preacher - must have gone deep with Therese,
just approaching her twentieth year. In this poem, Therese
bares her heart, and possibly our own, to us. She could not
have written these lines without experiential knowledge of
her own interior movements.

THE HEART
The heart is indeed a stormy thing seldom stilled, seldom serene.
(Like a wind that rushes in blustering,)
the heart, without warning and unforeseen,
will suddenly throb and palpitate
(unpredictably at a galloping gait).
Then all on which its glances fall
appears to it insignificantly small.
Lured to the beyond, the heart leaps to attain;
to reach out, it will pound, skip and overstrain
itself. It soars, wheels and wings
to the heights; it whirls, reels and swings
to the depths - thirstingly set
on things unseen. Hope makes it so intricate.
Yet, should the heart incline to rest,
distaste will readily follow and molest
it if it slumbers at length.
Then, boredom, with defying strength,
arouses the heart, (bids it forsake
its sluggish sleep:) Awake! Awake!
And so the heart again is spurred to dart
ahead. Seethe on, move on, brave heart!
Inspired and held by a beautiful thought,
the heart is intrigued and at once caught
up. (It expands, delights and glows.)
For a brief span it no longer knows
the pain or sorrow that earlier distraught
it. (Immersed in the eloquence of thought,)
the heart flows on - calm and tranquilly,
like crystal waves on a drifting sea.
(cont.)
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At times the heart is strangely found and bound
in sadness - (a sadness that burrows underground,)
tormenting the heart to piteous cries even bringing it to agonize.
Now everything seems to it painful and sad.
So focused, it forgets any good ever had.
(When in touch with its deepest desires,)
the heart inevitably aspires
to God and heavenly things. Then follows this:
a taste - like a promise - of heavenly bliss . . .
It makes the heart softly ask: "Oh, when will I possess
the fullness of God in true happiness?"
Often the heart must spring up and engage
in fierce battle, for cravings tend to rage
within it; and it dare not covet all it would.
Then conscience allies with the heart for the good.
If that deepest self is well-attended,
the heart turns victor. Peace reigns, the battle ended.
When the heart is attuned with desire within
for joyful sacrifice and for genuine
love, let it not search for something grand but give in the moment what is first at hand:
(something of itself, without condition).
Blest is the heart with this disposition!
O heart, when an experience of good
leaves you so happy that even tears would
steal down your cheek, that gift alone
can truly be called your very own.
Be aware: such joy must be but brief and fleeing,
(for God has touched your inmost being).
(cont.)

Yes, heart my heart, I have portrayed
you faithfully. But you masquerade!
How long? How long will you be tossed
about? - Once glad, then sad, or feeling lost?...
Yet, however restless now you may be, —
you will once rest in God eternally.
1853
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RESTORED
RESTORED

Therese wrote her poems not for an audience but as
a release for her deepest personal thoughts and feelings.
Consequently, they are for us a kind of spiritual journal,
revealing her inner self.
In the first part of this poem, we find Therese in deep
desolation. Her feeling words are strong and curt: "cold,"
"still," "pain," "dark."... Everything that gave her joy before
shares in her darkness: a child, the very sun, the wind,
even the waves. She feels so lost and desolate that she
needs to "get away" from everything! This is something she
has never experienced before.
Then, we are startled, hearing a threefold "Where?
where? where?" . . . We are made to pause. Therese takes
refuge in prayer. Something happens. She surrenders to
God. Desolation is transformed into consolation. And God's
creation, all attuned to Therese, participates in this
transformation: the garden is decked in jubilee; the sun
shines; the wind caresses the wave as it climbs!

How cold the world is! And the house, how still!
I can bear it no longer! I must get out . . . go until
I find what my heart seeks with such arduous pain. I search and search but find neither end nor aim
of my desires. - The very sun has turned dark for me.
Not even a child seems gay or carefree. I need to get away from people! (Everything seems amiss!)
Oh! Never before have I felt like this . . . .
The wind murmurs complaints; the wave creeps without zest.
Only my heart is alive . . . but it has no rest!
Where shall I turn in all this distress?
Where am I to find true happiness?
Where? . . . Oh! I will revert to prayer;
perhaps happiness will return to me there.
______________________

Come now to the garden! Come and see!
Everything is crying out in jubilee!
And in my heart there is genuine bliss What a blessed moment is this!
I gave myself over to God and he
lovingly accepted me.
See, how brilliantly the sun shines . . .
while the wind caresses the wave as it climbs! 1853
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EVENING THOUGHTS

EVENING THOUGHTS

Anyone who looks thoughtfully at a picture of Castle
Myllendonk or has the good fortune to visit it will have some
idea of the wonderful view surrounding the castle. It is easy
then to imagine Therese withdrawing to the solitude of her
room at the end of a day. This poem allows us to follow her.
We see Therese gazing out the window into the
night. It would be quite natural at this time that her
experience of the Mission at Gladbach is still fresh in her
mind. It is quite possible that during the Mission she had
heard of the love of St. Ignatius for the stars and of his
favorite psalm: "When I see... the stars, which you
arranged..." (Ps 8). In fact, Therese's mother had written in
her diary: "... the Mission in Gladbach increased my love for
St. Ignatius" (January 7, 1853).
We stay with Therese. A dialogue ensues. The stars
chide and woo Therese. Listening and gazing on them,
Therese gains perspective and insight. "Nothing," she says,
"is more comforting to me."

25

I am in my little room. Twilight
has already ceded to the night.
Into the starlit sky I gaze pensively:
nothing is more comforting to me.
There a thousand living flames I see, although
each is a world in itself, I know.
They sparkle wonderfully and wink at me:
both chiding and wooing me tenderly.
How peacefully they hang, suspended there, yes while life for us holds so much stress.
That's why I gaze on them in contemplation;
they give me comfort and consolation.
O wondrous stars, keep shining in my heart!
You soothe every sorrow and, with heavenly art,
instill trust and a courage that brings
insight into the smallness of earthly things.
When I depart for my ultimate goal,
I hope to find lasting rest for my soul
there, where the stars with splendorous grace
form the portals of my eternal dwelling place.
1853
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QUESTIONING

QUESTIONING

At the time of writing this poem, Therese very
probably is still experiencing the effects of the Parish
Mission she made in Gladbach in early January of this
year.
In these few lines, we find Therese dialoging with her
deepest inner self. She is questioning and listening. Her
questioning has to do with her call in life.
A call to what?—
Like her, we do not know, but a call that she experiences
as requiring risk, daring, and total giving.
Her deepest self responds. Ever so gently, it
addresses her as "child." - The moment for decisionmaking is not yet mature.
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Shall I then finally give
and relinquish all?
Risk and dare to live
another call? —

Perhaps, then, you would really be happy!
Yes, someday that will be true . . . No — no — so much says to me:
Oh! my child — That you cannot do!
1853
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SONG OF A SISTER OF CHARITY

SONG OF A SISTER OF CHARITY

Therese at 21 is quite a gifted young woman. One
gift that stands out in her poetry is her ability to bring to life
an imaginary person (or someone she may have met at
some time) and to project onto that figure her own deepest
thoughts, feelings, and ideals.
It may be that in the first verse of this poem, Therese
is thinking of a particular religious about to make perpetual
vows. But after that, Therese seems to take off on her own.
The poem becomes a kind of spiritual autobiography or
journal. Therese reveals the urge within to give and
sacrifice generously. She speaks of her compassion for the
suffering, the poor . . . all who are afflicted. She lets us
know her thoughts, even illusions, as well as her
aspirations, aims, and motives. She expresses doubts and
fears that enter her mind but overcomes them with her
purposefulness and vision: to be for others. She weaves
these themes together into a beautiful melody over a
contrapuntal bass of scriptural themes.

v. 4
"Whatever you do...
"Mt. 25:40
v. 5 "lay down one's life for another"
Jn. 15:13
v. 6 "cause ...suffering to me, blest I be" cf Mt. 5:11
v. 7 "God accepts such sacrifice ..."
cf Jn. 15:13
v. 9 "Farewell, world ... I love ... humanity
... above all you offer"
cf Mk. 8:36
v. 9 "come, give your pain to me"
cf Mt. 11:28
v.11 "divine peace . . . is mine"
cf Jn. 14:27
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At long last
my heart will find
that for which
it so long pined —
oh, so long! Today's commitment
will now bind
me forever
to fulfill in all fidelity
that which I often hoped would be
my life-long work and endeavor.

How I loved it, whenever
I read or heard
of sacrifice. It stirred and spurred
me to want to give (in some real way).
Something I had to give — I knew
and felt it! And now I may
offer my very life — the whole
of it. O glad presentiment, you
have not deceived my soul!

Surely, I had thought
I would devote myself to one
with my whole heart - and to none
other. Illusion this, yet without regret . . .
because now, living this call,
I can joyfully give myself to all!
(cont.)
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Perhaps I myself shall take ill I hear this said I do suffer much
but am able still
joyfully to move ahead.
O Suffering, that is a share
in other sufferers' pain . . .
for me, you are - (I dare
say) both prayer
and priceless gain!

As Jesus says: ("Whatever
you do . . . you do to me") so my constant endeavor
will be: faithfully to see
in every sufferer - my brother
(or sister or mother). I already seem to hear
the piteous cries of those dear
afflicted ones who plead
for help. With joy I may now, indeed,
go to soothe and meet their need.

Farewell then, fair world!
Farewell with your unfurled
joys! I leave you freely
because I truly love
poor dear humanity
(beyond and above
all you offer). - Then come, oh come,
suffering brother, (sorrowing sister,
each and every one,)
come, give your pain to me . . .
(I will bear it tenderly).

Yes, the thought often occupied me:
how truly blessed it would be
to lay down one's life for another (to suffer in place of a sister or brother).
And so it was, that gradually
the vision of this work took hold of me!
From now on, I will suffer everything
for my God and for others . . . the mass
of poor and suffering
(of whatever condition or class). For their sake I will shun
worldly ways. And should anyone
cause pain or suffering to me —
blest and happy shall I be!

And so now I shall go
to my work quietly - happy
to do whatever will be asked of me.
Few will surmise
the profound joy I prize
within my heart,
and the divine
peace that is mine.
Yet, even these
cannot help but shine
out from my eyes For God's peace
wears no disguise!

Day after day
I will spend myself then,
so that every suffering sister or brother
may soundly recover
and enjoy life again.
. . . And even though
I should die thereof . . .
I shall not fear death. - I know
that God accepts such sacrifice of love.

1854

(cont.)
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STILL YOUNG

STILL YOUNG

At age 21, Therese possesses a happy and healthy
self-awareness. She is able in all simplicity to name and
own her gifts and personal human qualities.

The hope that draws me is brilliantly bright.
I can see visions golden-white
poised over me like promised garlands, or such —
These give my life a gentle touch.
I experience this deeply, intimately:
being still young, I rejoice heartily!
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She knows herself to be a young woman full of
hope, who loves beauty, is able to control her moods, feels
love blooming within her, enjoys fun without guilt feelings,
and has a happy attractive disposition. She declares
outrightly: "I am a picture of life!"
Recognizing all this as gift, she acknowledges her
Creator. - Mischievously, she then addresses her audience:
"If you feel like I do . . . " - To know the conclusion, one
needs to read or hear her poem.
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My heart beats strong and vibrantly Beauty ... how I love it! Ardently!
I can quickly suppress life-draining sadness
and let go of distress, believing in gladness.
. . . Then everything again is beautiful to me.
So, being still young, I rejoice heartily!
I share my heart in friendship trustingly,
and feel the happiness of love blooming in me.
In everyday life and fun, I am able to be
merry without guilt, undisturbed by anxiety.
"Oh! Thanks to my Creator," I cry out in jubilee!
Being still young, I rejoice heartily!
Yes, I am a picture of life and glad to be
able to dispel the melancholy
that attacks the elderly. My heart, ever happy,
and my unfrowning face attract powerfully;
they cry out: "If you feel like I do . . . genuinely then, you too are young! Rejoice heartily!"
1854
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SPRING

SPRING

In this poem Therese sings of a universal
experience: the delights and effects of the annual return of
spring. - Who of us on a beautiful day has not at one time
or another felt like Therese: "caressed to joy and
happiness"? Attuned to song? Energy renewed and
touched by joy in another's eye? Moved by the fresh beauty
of fields, flowers and greenery? - Therese exclaims: "Let
none be untouched by you, Spring-sun!"
A woman of her day who, like her mother, did works
of charity on a personal level for the needy, Therese is
aware of the plight of the many needy people in
Mönchengladbach at the time, due to poor harvests
(1854ff) and the industrial revolution. Aware of spring's
transforming power, Therese begs spring in the final verse
of this poem to transform hearts so as to ensure the poor
sufficient material help. She prays that "the poor may laugh
once more!"
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Spring, resplendent and bright!
Oh, Spring-sun! Your beam
awakens desire, delight!
Flow then, oh, stream
into my heart. — Caress
it to joy and happiness.
Just as you soften and melt
winter's ice, so gently break
away from hearts the deepfelt
load of cold and ache for more than any other thing,
joy befits you most, O Spring!
As you lure each flower
from the nurturing earth so, by your persistent power,
awaken the heart again to give birth.
From its inmost sacred womb, lure
into daylight what is noble and pure.
You reawaken love, O Spring!
You make the sprig of joy grow strong.
As one tunes a musical string
for sound, you attune us to a song
of gratitude. Springtime, you assuage
the griefs and cares of every age. (cont.)
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You tense us for action and stretch
our energy, helping us to use
our time happily. On everything you etch
your smile and willingly diffuse
your spirit and radiant beam.
O Spring! From every eye you gleam.
How wonderfully you bestow
beauty on all the world, each part of it.
You adorn shrubs and fields, while gardens glow
under your touch. (Who does not love it!)
You even fill hearts of the elderly
with childlike mirth and gaiety.
So, shine then, lovely Spring-sun;
spread happiness, diffuse delight!
Gladden every heart; let none
be left untouched by the sight
of you. And with love's gentle art,
dispel every care and painful smart.
O Spring! move the world's wealthy ones
to be sensitive to the suffering-poor —
their brothers and sisters. (Let their good funds
assist them and ensure
the needed help.) — This I implore:
that the eyes of the poor may laugh once more!
1854
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HOME

In this charming poem Therese, now age 22, guides
us on a tour of some of Italy's loveliest scenes, before she
has to leave this beautiful country and return home. She
points out its deep blue skies, lovely orange groves,
countryside and small towns. Her feelings are deep as she
speaks. She moves on then to some of Italy's large cities:
Venice, Rome, Milan and even Lake Como. In each place
she shares her heart with us as she calls attention to some
delightful view. Then, turning her eyes homeward, we are
suddenly stunned to find we are returning with her to
Sweden!
The entire poem is a magnificent work of her
imagination, even to the point of describing details of her
fictitious Swedish hut, the storks overflying it, her cat, her
beloved family members. - As time moves on, we will see
Therese's vision of other lands, peoples, and their needs,
broadening to a world view; in her own words: "to earth's
extremities beyond its furthermost seas" (Urgent Request,
1856).
John Baptist Jordan's world view began at age 20 as
he traversed Europe by foot; Therese's view grew through
reading and imagination. John Baptist sailed to the Middle
East for language study; Therese purchased a set of
French travel books, entitled: A Trip to the Orient, and
subscribed to a periodical called: The Old and New World.
God was seeding the Salvatorian world vision.

HOME
Goodbye, Italy . . . beautiful land.
Farewell, brilliant and glorious sun!
I am returning to my northern sand Oh! Never before have feelings been spun
together so finely as now, and so completely,
by the intertwining of both joy and pain in me!
Farewell, you cerulean and starry skies;
you orange groves and lovely country-side;
you towns, merry with each small enterprise . . .
I must go . . . perhaps forever. (I will not hide
my feelings, leaving you,) Venice and Rome —
But go I must. I must go home.
Farewell, dear villa, charming place
where I often sat with a fond friend.
Wherever I looked: the grace
of your temples, your gardens, and the blend
of it all gave me delight.
In my heart was love, in my spirit light.
Goodbye, quaint gondola with your gentle cruise,
Goodbye forever. Farewell, booming sea;
and you, Lake Como, with your peaceful views;
and you, Milan Cathedral, in your marble-white-majesty.
And yet I ask — Is it sadness alone descending
on me, as I exchange you for winter unending? In the whole of Italy with all its charm and delight
I do not find my loved little home the hut of my childhood. - Not even a sight

of it! Yes, northern sun, I would rather own
you: light of my youth and today the same.
O Sweden! You lure me back by your very name!
(cont.)
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Yet, I can never forget the place
of my homeland: my father, my mother,
my sister, Anne, and the look on her face
where we sat together. Nothing other
impels my return but the need to be and dwell
at home. So, goodbye, Italy, forever. Farewell!
Soon then, soon I shall again be
home amid the mountains capped with snow;
those mountains where seldom even a green tree
is seen, but where chammies leap and go;
those mountains where the long hunting chase
for a chamois is well worth the toilsome race.
Yes, there is a hut - quite tiny, it's true,
but neat. That hut nestling in the lap
of the hills in front of which, facing the view,
my cat would sit and purr and nap; that hut where I loved to look up and see
young storks flying; - that hut is home for me!
Oh! I know most certainly then beloved people of the south never more shall I see you again . . .
you, with whom I joyfully opened my mouth
in song; among whom I felt both charmed and at ease. Yet, the call of my homeland is stronger than these!

Italy, it is true: your spirited life drew
me. - And so, I took leave happily
of my beloved homeland. Somehow, I knew
a promise that everything here would charm me:
your surroundings and people, your beauties great and
small.
Indeed, nothing of you disappointed me, nothing at all!
(cont.)

Here, friends wave and call out to me;
there it is my very own brother.
Here I am drawn to your green mountain beauty
and to the gondolier at his rudder . . .
but there my beloved mother is awaiting me.
O land of my youth, I am coming. You will see!
1855
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O RELIGION

In our day religion has been defined as the whole
complexus of attitudes, convictions, emotions, gestures,
rituals, beliefs, etc., by which we express our most
fundamental relationship with Reality, i.e., God and all we
perceive as coming forth from God's creative hand.* In
other words, religion not only has to do with the impact of
the holy upon us but with our response to the holy. This
does not differ much from what Therese wrote about
religion on the first page of her notebook. She expresses
similar reflections in this poem.
Her progression of thought in these lines is quite
amazing. She begins with basics: conscience, acceptance
of God's will, and the fundamental virtue of forgiveness (v.
1-2). She passes on to faithful love of God above all (v. 3),
without swaying from it (v. 4), but confidently clinging to it in
every difficulty (v. 5), and nurturing it in intimate prayer (v.
6). In verse 7, Therese reveals her secret for developing
apostolic love. With regard to persons, she will "judge not,"
that is: she will be open, friendly, good to all. As regards
her work and responsibilities, she will fulfill them joyfully,
with the attitude of Jesus: "My yoke is sweet." Therese
concludes the poem, firmly resolved to live what she wrote
and counting on the transforming power of love.
For a deeper appreciation of these lines, one could
effectively substitute the name, "Jesus," for the word
"religion" in the refrain (repeated only in the English
version).
______________ _______
* O'Brien Catholicism, Minneapolis, MN, 1980 p. 277.

O RELIGION!
O Religion, master-guide!
Were I always to abide
by your ways . . .
my conscience, my inmost being,
would know true peace and serene
joy. Furthermore, I would
consistently do what is right and good
and accept contentedly
whatever happens to fall to me.
Anger would never rule my heart,
for swift would I be to impart
pardon - without pretense to anyone, whatever the offense.
No regret would there be;
rather, in my eye the other would see
the joy of such self-victory.
I would love God faithfully. To him alone
I would give my heart as his very own.
It would be his dwelling place.
And so, I would be able to face
every suffering, upheld by his grace.
O Religion, master-guide!
Were I always to abide
by your ways . . .
I would not be easily swayed
by human whim or human favor,
nor could passing novel things dissuade
or cause me to waver
as quietly, I continue to plod
the upright way to beatitude in God.
(cont.)
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And if there were great difficulties
and my very soul had to struggle with these during the battle itself, I still could laugh,
for God gives strength if I but choose
what is right. (He fights on my behalf.
With God I simply cannot lose!)
Often and gladly I would be led
to pray. - Is it not known and said:
"The lover loves to be
and commune with the Beloved intimately"?
Drawing always nearer to that joy-giving Source,
I could never be numbered among the sad, of course!
O Religion, master-guide!
Were I always to abide
by your ways . . .
I would live true charity, treasuring
God's word - "Judge not," - in my heart.
And, cheerfully and without measuring,
I would fulfill my duties . . . do my part,
living by God's word: "My yoke is sweet."
That word cannot die nor know defeat!
My will is firm. Yes, I resolve today
unflinchingly to walk your way.
I want to live a life of good
and bear your yoke, O God! And should
you want to affirm this from above . . .
All I ask is love . . . your love!
Love for you is love above all!
From its inmost quiet hall
flows out true transforming power,
that sweetens what is bitter and sour
and forms noble militants who devotedly plod
ahead - courageous and daring for the cause of God!
1855
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DESIRE

Among Therese's personal books, still preserved by
the Congregation, are a collection of writings of Teresa of
Avila (Life, Letters, Foundations, Minor Works, etc.) as well
as a single volume of the saint's poems and those of John
of the Cross. Both saints composed verses which express
their yearning to see God. They emphasize this through a
repeated refrain: "I die because I do not die."
Therese composed this poem when she was 23.
Next to the title she added in parenthesis: St. Teresa. This
could mean that the writings of the saint of Avila inspired
Therese's poem, or that Therese dedicated it to her patron.
At any rate, Therese's theme is not that of "dying because
(she) cannot die," but what her choice of death would be,
could she choose. The poem speaks for itself.
Interestingly, there are two versions of this poem in
Therese's notebook. Only the original is included in this
collection. The revisions made in the second version
(possibly between late 1882 and 1893), are slight but worth
noticing. In the original, Therese asks that love's flaming
fire for God be poured out in her until her heart breaks (v.
1); the revision phrases it; "that love of my God sink so
deeply into my heart that it break." - In the original v. 2,
Therese speaks of him "for whom one gladly fought to win
life's battles"; the revision has it: "for whom one suffered
with such happiness." - The revised poem omits the last
verse about the human heart.
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DESIRE (St. Teresa)
Could I
but choose how I might die,
my choice would be
a death of love . . . utterly
to die of love. - This I desire:
that love's flaming fire
for God be poured out in me
so lavishly
that a torrent of love
shatter and shake
my heart until it break
thereof.
Blest, blest is such
a death. Almost too much
of heavenly bliss
is it to die like this . . .
purely for Jesus (and so to have him seize us)!
. . . And then be embraced
by him and forever graced
with completely possessing
him to whom one consecrated everything!
- Him . . .
for whom one gladly fought to win
life's battles; for whom love's flame did chart
life's course, until that flame consumed one's heart.
Gentle Savior, give me such love — Oh!
Such a death on me bestow. I beg you not to dismiss this plea.
You cannot refuse it to me!
Human love cannot truly fill
our human heart at all.
Yet, for divine love, our heart is still
all too narrow, far too small. 1856
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A LAST FAREWELL

A LAST FAREWELL

We do not know the context for this poem; but we do
know that reflection on death was not uncommon in the 19th
century. The poem could have been inspired by someone
Therese read about or knew; or, like her earlier work, Home
(1855), it could have been written as an imaginative or allegorical
composition. It is also possible that the poem came out of her
retreat experience that year.
In September 1856, Therese, her sister, Fanny, and their mother
(Elise) made a retreat at the Franciscan convent on the island of
Nonnenwerth. Elise kept retreat notes. The conferences dealt
with fundamental truths: Human Destiny; a Review of One's Life;
Personal Life Orientation toward God; Inclination to Evil;
Conversion and the Following of Christ. Elise lists these themes
in her notes. Retreatants were also to reflect on their life: its
purpose and what one ought to do to reach fullness of eternal life.
Possibly, it was this that led Elise privately to ask the retreat
master "about eternal life for children who die without baptism."
Twenty years before, Elise had lost in pregnancy the child
expected in autumn 1836. She never quite got over that grief.
During the retreat she recalls her experience as a mother whose
child is seized by death. We cannot know, but it could be that
Therese, with her sensitive heart, put herself in the place of a
dying mother or any woman who must bid farewell to a beloved
child. These thoughts may have remained with Therese and have
later inspired this poem.
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Farewell, cherished little one,
given like the sun
for my consolation.
This goodbye is forever, I feel sensing that my destination,
(which I cannot conceal
from you), is soon to lie
upon my bier . . . Yes, I am going to die.
Life — the short span
that it is — can
it ever in any way bestow
fullness of happiness? . . . No,
No! Eternity alone can satisfy
that need for which our spirits cry.
It is true, my eyes now fill
with tears. - Oh! be still,
my heart: neither cling nor cleave
to earthly longings. - Dear child, whom I leave,
farewell . . . farewell! - Remembering me,
strive for higher things untiringly.
Look up to heaven when
you think of me. - I, then,
with full regard of
earth's turmoil will pray for you with love.
Even more, I will draw you —
draw you onward to heaven too,
so that soon you also may be
infinitely happy for all eternity.
(cont.)
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The life you now live
on earth can only give
passing joys . . . Believe
me, child! And now, receive
and accept my gratitude
for your love and for the great good
you did me . . .

You, O tears, express it best!
You say: "Only your loss could manifest
visibly, tangibly from my very eye
what my innermost heart would loudly cry."

(Anticipating admission to Love's mystery),
I affirm now what I often said presumptuously:
"Neither joy nor gift of the greatest worth
could ever draw me back to earth!"
1856
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MY QUIET WINTER DAYS

Therese appreciates moments which allow her to
retire to the solitude of her room. She values quiet and
silence. These bring enrichment.
In this poem Therese speaks particularly of her
appreciation of winter. Its quiet pace invites her to pause
and be in touch with the core of things. She expresses
thoughts in this poem similar to those she wrote in a letter
to her younger sister, Elise, who at this time was away at
school in Blumenthal (Vaals, NL). Therese writes what
winter means to her and why. "Every day I spend a
pleasant hour playing the piano and singing. What
satisfying compensation they, together with my books, offer
for the solitariness of life in the country. Be that as it may, I
always love winter and I tend to think that one season
cannot be enjoyable without the other..." (January 27,
1855).

MY QUIET WINTER DAYS

Were people ever to spy on me,
they would open their eyes
wide with surprise
to see that I live very quietly —
a simple life, without event.
And they might even pity me,
wondering how I am content.
I have joys, and these I know —
for instance: Winter! . . . I love it dearly!
It helps me willingly to forego
exterior or shallow enjoyments, and sincerely
to look deeper . . . seek something more:
like true joy at its very core!
Likewise, I am learning now
to appreciate the treasures found
in literature and in the sound
of music. - Even more, I'm discerning how
to draw from the well of memories:
to relive them and to plumb
their depths, so as to gain from these
wisdom and courage for times to come.
1856
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IN THE EVENING

Surely, most everyone would be able to identify with
Therese in what she writes in this poem, understanding
from one's own experience what is happening in Therese.
It is the end of the day. Therese is alone. Her
thoughts are roaming from one thing to another. They are
thoughts about the future, about what might happen. Again
and again she tries to quiet them, only to find herself
caught up in another.
Interestingly, unlike Therese's other poems, this one
is not written in stanzas, but in one solid block, without
separation to indicate change of thought. This betrays how
jumbled her thoughts really are. It speaks of Therese's
need to unblock her mind: to get her preoccupations and
feelings out!
One would like to thank Therese for leaving us this
wonderful little work. By means of it, she has made herself
vulnerable before us, allowing us into her inner world of
anxieties, feelings, temptations and tears. - She does more:
Therese shows us the healing power of God's beautiful
creation and what it can do for us too.
Therese is twenty-three at the time of this writing.

IN THE EVENING
I sit quite alone
in my room. My thoughts roam.
The wind is blowing . . .
Where is it going?
And I - still young - where
will I go? I muse. - Is it there
where my thoughts travel?
(Nevermind. - Time will unravel
it all.) Then, I shall see
unveiled what now is wrapped in mystery.
Will I? Oh, will I once be
there, where I already foresee
both joy and pain? - If so,
then come! Just come, O
Destiny! Suffering, come too!
A thousand times I cry out to you.
But, be still, my thoughts. Be still.
(Think no ill.)
It could all well be
that another path is awaiting me and my gaze fixed on heaven joyfully!
Oh! Be still! Peace, be still!
It could happen that you will
be immersed in suffering
and must abandon everything
to which your heart might cling! I weep —
and search the sky's dark deep.
There I see the delicate lace
of stars. - Do they just hang in space?
Hang forsaken . . . ?
(No, in this I am mistaken.)
Held secure in the Creator's hand
for thousands of eons they stand
firm! . . . Would God then abandon me
totally and entirely?
Oh no! I will not lose heart, not now nor later,
but trustingly rest in my good Creator.
1856
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NONNENWERTH

NONNENWERTH
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Therese is back at home. Her September retreat is
over, but its memories and graces, very much alive, are
taking deep hold in her.
In spirit, Therese returns to that island in the Rhine
called Nonnenwerth. We, by means of this poem, are able
to be with her. We look as she points out the island's
environs, steeped in mystery, legend and romance. On the
island itself she remarks on the church and convent, and
then goes on to speak of the dedicated life and work of the
sisters teaching there (Franciscans Sisters of Penance and
of Christian Charity).
She takes us to her room then. With this we enter a
sacred moment. Instead of looking from the window, as she
did, she allows us to look within herself . . . into her
discernment. - "I felt drawn . . . and afterwards, back . . . I
stayed at length with the movement . . . without decision to
delay or begin." — She has grasped the Ignatian principle
(probably explained during the retreat): ". . . I must be
indifferent, without inordinate attachment . . . I should be
like a balance at equilibrium, without leaning to either side,
that I may be ready to follow whatever I perceive is more
for the glory of God our Lord and for the salvation of my
soul." *
One would almost want to stay there, but Therese is
back at Myllendonk now. It is some days or perhaps weeks
later. The Spirit has moved in Therese. The discernment
has been completed. Therese intuitively knows what God is
asking of her.
_____________________
* Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius, n. 179: On Making a Choice of a Way of
Life.
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There, where the noble Rhine flows along,
and echoes resound of joyful song;
where mountains stand
with resplendent beauty, encircling the land,
and lovely villas smile
remembering all the while
ancient legends enticingly bound
to enchanting sites around There, where the elegant live and love to display
their fineries and fashions of the day;
where steamboats rustle
cutting watery trails
and steamcoaches hustle
on their iron rails There, yes, there —
so surrounded on every side —
is an island of the Rhine - longish, not wide.
On this island — well-built there stand
a stately church - though modest in size and a convent, where a noble band
of nuns dwell apart from worldly affairs.
Yet compassion radiates from their eyes
for the world's needs and cares.
Those same eyes turn often in prayer
to heaven, for our lasting home is there.
The nuns also work for the earth:
their focus is on the child's worth.
So they gather children and take them in
to point them to God and tell them of sin.
They form each child with tenderness, paired
with gentleness. No diligence is spared.
Like a banner, silent but eloquent, their lives proclaim
the selfless love implied in their name.
(cont.)
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These nuns have totally and forever bound
themselves to God. So they gather around
him to whom they belong: heart and soul.
In this way they are truly close to their goal.
Happiness is theirs without disguise;
a happiness of love shines from their eyes.
To keep their love, like a hearth, ablaze,
they feed ever again on God's love and his ways.
Once, to break with the world and life's pace
I withdrew to that island for a space
of several days. I spent all my time there
seeking God — God alone, in quiet prayer.
From my window, at times I silently observed
the bright bustling movement that ever stirred
close by below. Somehow, this spoke to me somewhat like a verdict or kind of decree . . .
because, from the sight I clearly grasped how
everything is deceit that does not endow
persons with virtue, and that does not lead
to God and to goodly deed.
Often, I felt drawn to heaven then,
and afterwards, back to earth again.
I stayed at length with the movement within,
pondering, . . .
without decision to delay or begin. Now I am back from that grace-filled place, remembering
all that God taught me — so many a thing
in those days! O heart, my heart, with pain
you recall it! Yet, my heart, you gain.
You sense within what you are meant to do.
You perceive what God is asking of you. —
1856
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PRAYER OF AN ELDERLY SISTER

PRAYER OF AN ELDERLY SISTER

Again in this poem we see Therese's sensitivity to
others and her ability to enter into another's feelings.
We are not able to identify the elderly sister who is
the subject of this poem, but we do know of Therese's
contact with the Benedictine Sisters at Liège during her
school years. We also know that, together with Bishop van
Bommel and her school friend, Sophie, Therese sometimes
had the opportunity to visit other religious communities in
Liège. She would have come to know some of the
Franciscan Sisters on the island of Nonnenwerth as well.
Perhaps, one of these sisters sparked the inspiration for
this poem.
As the prayer of this elderly sister unfolds, Therese
reveals something of her own interior life. The last four lines
are particularly significant. Here Therese breaks into prayer
"for those caught in sin." She expresses her deepest
concern: that "none be lost". Surely, her last verse is the
most powerful and moving of all. In it she laments the
tragedy of sin. Years later a similar cry will ring from the
Spiritual Diary of the seminarian, John Baptist Jordan: "Let
nothing grieve you as much as sin!" (I.11.6).
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Come, take me, Lord - now take
me to yourself. My life and all
my being I consecrated for your sake.
Having once responded to your call
I have never known regret:
for in you alone my happiness is set.
As gracious recompense
your love illumines me.
Through it, my heart, by preference,
yields to you entirely.
In exchange for worldly goods and gain
you carry me through every pain. I can be joyful as each event
calls me to seek and do your will.
I find strength in obedient assent both to use and sometimes still
my vivacious blood - as I reach
out in love to the children I teach.
Yet, one longing still remains
in me . . . (persists like thirst) It is this . . . (it claims
all my being): . . . to be wholly immersed,
my Savior Lord, in you, whose
yoke is sweet. Would that I could lose
myself in you! Give without recall,
with no certainty other than this:
of being yours forever — all
yours, yes! - Come, Lord, dismiss
your servant to your heights; take my breath!
Oh! Bid me come, radiant Lord of death!
(cont.)
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I pray, too, for those, dear God,
who regrettably cannot know
such happiness; whose feet heavily trod
the way of sin, even though
they know your teachings; - for those who never find
the courage to slash the evil bind
and declare: "Today I shall begin!
I will listen, Lord, to you. - Yes,
this very day I will break with sin
and set my heart on true happiness,
always keeping eternity in view . . .
wherever I am, whatever I do."
For these, above all, God, I pray Reveal to them that only in you
is lasting joy; show them the way.
Increase your grace; bring them through . . .
Let none be lost, but give them victory
and fullness of life eternally. No sorrow, no sadness
is more tragic than sin — !
We were born for happiness . . .
(No less! No less!)
But oh!
How blindly we often choose to go
our separate way, Lord, and oppose
what you in love for us dispose! 1856
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THE JESUITS

THE JESUITS

Supreme tragedy struck the Jesuit Order in the late
18th century. The Society's size, prestige, educational, and
scholastic status as well as its involvement in great
theological controversies aroused widespread jealousy.
Eventually, organized violent Bourbon monarchial power
brought about a Roman decree of suppression of the
Society in 1773. Fortunately, the decree carried one
restricting clause. The decree had to be published, but
wherever it was not published locally, the Society was not
suppressed. During this period many Jesuits carried on
their priestly ministry as part of the secular clergy. Some
joined other religious orders or founded new societies
modelled after the Society of Jesus. Forty years later Pius
VII, after awaiting a favorable political climate, restored the
Society of Jesus in 1814.
The Jesuits were back in Germany and pastorally
active only a few years when Therese wrote these lines.
Little did she know at the time that the Kulturkampf would
again bring their expulsion from Germany in 1872. Verses
6, 15 and 16 can be understood only in the context of the
history given above. We know from other writings how
Therese and her mother both esteemed the Jesuits, but
this poem also reflects her values. No wonder she could
sing in 1882 when she discovered in Father Francis these
same qualities: love for the Church; zeal to spread the faith
to the ends of the earth; emphasis on holiness and
learning; shunning no pain or difficulty in one's love for God
and souls; only that Jesus be known!
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Though there are many good people in the world, - today
I want to sing of the "Company of God" the pride of holy Church! But, source of dismay
for heresies. Indeed, their threatening rod!
These men - Companions of Jesus - are formed to learning
and holiness, to heroic strength and a yearning
zeal for souls. But above all, love of God
is their focus and constant prod.
Already thousands of them have given their lives,
going forth with courage even to earth's furthest zone
to proclaim the faith to nations and tribes . . .
rejoicing only that Jesus be known.
Wherever this Society plants its seed,
blessings spring up to overrun the weed.
These men's lives are like beacons of light
for a world groping darkly in the night.

You Jesuits, our salvation so sets you afire
that nothing at all can impede or still
your labors. For this, you renounce all earthly desire...
Yes, everything! Even your very own will.
Alas! Still today some deride you too,
taunting: "Of what band of thieves are you?
Or, are you bereft of all reason and sense?
No, you are poor slaves of satanic influence!"
(cont.)
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O Company of Jesus, through your zeal
you have helped countless hearts to break free
of every kind of hindrance, so they might taste and feel
stirrings of true happiness interiorly.

Return then and educate people to be
persons of character and deep faith — a cohort,
true to God and loyal to country —
and for families, a stabilizing firm support;

O noble Society! What can we do
by way of thanks? What would mean the most to you?
What? One thing only: that we never waver
in doing as you have done, both in love and labor.

. . . persons in whom one discovers combined:
wisdom and goodness, courageous action and refined
gentleness, interior strength and an outgoing way faith being their highest good and stable mainstay.

We too want to belong wholly to God our Savior:
to be consecrated as you are. We want to employ
our energies for him in combat and in loving labor . . .
Nothing else could give you greater joy.

O you Jesuits! God's chosen men,
skilled in the knowledge of humans and their way:
Come back! We do not want to reject you again!
Come, speak out! Teach, console. Yes, and pray!

But why should we even try to thank them? Why? Read the message on their faces, in their eye . . .
God himself is their recompense beyond all price. They are his sons. Does that not suffice?

I already hear your hearts' voices as one:
"Neither pain, persecution, nor hatred will we shun!
Rather, we will return with profound elation,
O precious souls, totally concerned for your salvation!"

O Saint Ignatius, from heaven hear this appeal!
Look on our turbulent times and intercede; intercede
that your sons grow in numbers and zeal:
our poor world today is in very great need.
Its errings and stirrings, its straining and paining;
its aching for better times with so little gaining
constrain it to cry out - feverishly ill —
for your help . . . even against its very own will.
(cont.)

January 1857
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THE MOST DIFFICULT

Any person who has witnessed the suffering of a
loved one will relate easily to this incisive poem. These
lines definitely flow from Therese's personal experience whether a single experience or a series of pain-filled
experiences, we cannot be sure. The year in which
Therese wrote this poem was marked by grief. Let us listen
to her own words.
Writing in her life sketch (1892) of her entry at
Sacred Heart Convent in Blumenthal, she says: "Only my
good mother brought me there on June 13, 1857. - My
beloved father was very deeply saddened by my entry. Oh, and on July 5th, my devout mother died unexpectedly
of a stroke... I never saw her again. — What grief at home."
To see her revered father doubly stricken within
three weeks, first with the loss of his favorite daughter, then
of his beloved wife — Such suffering, for Therese, is the
most difficult to bear!

THE MOST DIFFICULT

It is true —
You know
as well as I do,
that
many persons have the capacity
themselves to suffer - personally.
They are such
that they can endure much.
It is something quite other
to see another
suffer —
one for whom we deeply care. —
Of all suffering and pain,
this is the most difficult to bear,
the greatest for the heart to sustain.
1857
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TRUE HAPPINESS

Therese had a need to find meaning in everything.
And she did! Again and again in her poems she pierces
through the visible to the invisible. Possibly the Ignatian
ideal, "Finding God in all things," helped her develop this
innate gift of hers. Without doubt she would have heard it
during the retreat and perhaps even during the parish
missions she attended.
In this poem Therese emphasizes that all human
longing for true happiness finds fulfillment only in God. She
congratulates those who allow the Spirit to open them to
God's self-disclosure through the beauties of creation;
through the realities and events of life; through the Church,
etc. Moving on through the poem she names the effects of
such divine self- communication.
Therese's happiness in God's loving action for us in
all things is not unlike that of Father Francis of the Cross.
He has the same deep trust in God's loving action in our
regard. He calls it "Divine Providence."
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Oh, happy are they who learn to discover
beauty all around; who in each blade
of grass are able to uncover
God's marvelous goodness displayed,
and in the myriad stars of night
see revealed his glorious might.
A pressing urge for happiness lies
buried deep in every soul;
it pivots, (ever compass-wise,)
nodding toward the goal.
Are dreams not dreamed in every heart
of a happiness God alone can impart?
Happy are they who come to view
whatever is and happens through
faith's transparent light.
The Spirit, through inner radiant rays,
illumines them with wondrous insight
and fills their hearts with love ablaze.
To these persons life is meaningful and dear;
they think rightly, quickly, clear for in every event, they are able to see
God acting in love providentially.
(Ever attuned to his silent voice,)
these children of God truly rejoice.
If only many more persons could
but grasp this! And the mystery
of the Church: her life and struggle for the good
of all! Would that people could truly see
how she consoles in each need and grief,
while strong hearts find joy in her and deepening belief.
I tell you: if this were only so,
many another's eyes would truly glow
with joy, and there would be more inner peace.
The urge for true happiness would find release
1857
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A Priest
These few lines are a dialogue between an onlooker
and an elderly priest. The dialogue is brief but rich and
moving. It is expressive of reverence and compassion for
priests. Besides that, it reveals something of Therese's own
sense of dedication and gives another insight into her
creative ability.

"Where are you going,
fragile old man?
What do you want up there?"
"I am going to the sick:
I will speak of the Savior
and say a prayer."
"You will regret it (do not forget it)!
You cannot survive
nor return alive."
"In my priestly call
I must give all
to my very last breath,
shunning nothing, not even death."
1857
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OUR EXEMPLAR

In the summer of 1868 Therese went to Brussels for
a short retreat. There she became acquainted with the
Institute of Perpetual Adoration and Help for Poor
Churches. Its purpose was commitment to Christ in the
Blessed Sacrament and to all good works, especially
catechizing. Each member was to be an apostle of God's
love. This attracted Therese. She was enrolled in the
Institute and remained with it from 1868 to early 1871.
During her second year of training, Therese lived and
worked in the Institute's various communities. She was
particularly helpful as organist and as catechist for the
children of German immigrants.
Though Therese made no commitment in the
Institute, looking back she wrote in 1888: "I am grateful to
God for the grace of those years"; and later: "I learned very
much there." In an account to Father Francis, she said of
her catechetical experiences: "Oh, what an important work!
Thousands of poor German people travel to Belgium where
school is not obligatory and use their children for the coal
mines. With no religion they are ruined spiritually and
physically."
Therese wrote this poem during the summer of
1870. At that time she was assigned to a house in Liège. In
the church
under the community's care, the sisters
successfully brought back the Forty Hours Adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament. Moved in prayer by the humility of her
Lord and Savior, Therese, after a silence of thirteen years,
speaks to him from her heart in this poem.

OUR EXEMPLAR

Gentle Savior, Jesus Christ,
exposed day after day,
you show us yourself
(to teach us your way).
By choice,
we long to hear the call
of your dear voice, You, our One and All!

How great is your obedience,
(O Divine Omnipotence!)
that you allow yourself to be
taken in all simplicity
from your tabernacle home.
Utterly wrapped
in humility you willingly adapt
yourself to the will of your own.

How you hide
your greatness, just to be
with us lovingly!
In your desire to abide
with us, you stand self-emptied —
totally divested.
You are with us in our joys. And indeed,
when we are pain-molested.
(cont.)
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Solely and all
intent on our salvation,
you bring us to recall
your passion's self-donation.
(And so - remembering - )
we want from deep within
truly to break with sin
and to partake in heaven's banqueting.

We want to contemplate
your example, (assimilate
your ways) and heed
your gentle voice. Indeed,
we further want
to counter and confront
the world without and within . . .
fearing nothing but only sin.

"Ave Verum" - (Christ's true
Body, we adore you!)
Hours sublime of priceless worth
passed in this poor vale of earth!
Jesus proclaims momentous Good News
and unabatingly pursues
us with his call
to union with him and with each and all.
1870
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A QUIET SONG

Therese composed this poem at Myllendonk where
she was living at the time. The title says something about
her inner state. There is a song in Therese - a quiet song.
Her mood is reflective, her spirit seems serenely
surrendered and open.
In the first three stanzas Therese shows us
someone looking: either "looking out" or "looking back" or
"looking over." Each looking has a positive outcome. Then
Therese looks at her life. One thing alone matters:
Everything for God and for souls! The "how" will differ
according to each person's situation, circumstances, or
way. So, seize the opportunities that each day brings. Be
diligent, alert . . . faith-filled, hopeful, and lovingly seek God
alone!
Again, in this poem we find phrases that later occur
also in the Spiritual Diary of Father Francis of the Cross:
"Everything for God and for souls!"; "Each in his or her own
place or way"; "God alone!"
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When one stands
on a mountain height
and scans
the beauty all about —
the wondrous sight
of your splendor, O God,
must needs compel
the soul to cry out:
"You have done all things well!"

When day is turning
to evening and one rests in its peace
and quietly reviews
the day's journeying
with its rich release
of work — the stillness renews
the spirit and stirs it joyfully to say:
"Truly, you experienced a beautiful day!"

One - who with hard toil
acquires a great store and treasure if noble-hearted and loyal,
will measure
its usefulness with caring
and happily appraise
its worth, declaring:
"You will serve well in many ways!"
(cont.)
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YEARNING

For God and for souls! Everything!
Each one in his or her own way,
quietly — (working, praying, suffering).
As for me only that I may
lovingly
complete each day's task
and come to a blessed end at last.

When normal channels are closed, new ones open
unnoticed. At the very time that Chancellor von Bismarck
was subjecting religious instruction to State inspection, the
movement for mission was mounting.

Each day brims over with opportunity.
Oh! Spin, my soul! Spin ardently!
And you, my eye: Close
not in sleep nor lightly doze.
Yet, must you really sleep even then, your vigil keep!

Contemplate God's doings with faith-filled eyes;
out of your hope new strength will arise.
Accomplish much your motive such:
"For God alone!"
So fixed on God, do your part angel-wise: all pure of heart!
1873

Pastor Ludwig von Essen of Neuwerk, Therese's
spiritual adviser, took great interest in mission foundations.
Through him Therese met Bishop Raimondi, a first-hand
missionary. Seeing Therese's spirit, both of them
encouraged her to start her own mission foundation. Von
Essen, who also contributed to mission foundations, helped
Arnold Janssen get a start with his missionary training
center in Steyl, Holland. All of this stirred Therese and she
began to see the fulfillment of her desires coming closer.
Then somehow, von Essen's relations with Janssen
weakened. This was a great disappointment for Therese. In
a way, this left her wringing and swinging with her
yearnings. She expresses what is happening in her in the
present poem, written on St. Lawrence's day, August 10,
1875. Less than a month after this writing, Arnold Janssen
opened his mission house. Therese kept her eyes on it.
Four years later, in November 1879, Therese visited
Steyl and spent a day at the mission house. "What could be
greater than to work for the good of souls with the spirit of
sacrifice, even of martyrdom," she wrote. "Oh, how happy I
was in that house where this spirit is fostered! If I could only
do something to ignite this spirit in many souls." Her time
would come. It was not yet her season.
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When I hear about the missions
I experience within me real urgency a love and a yearning that
otherwise are unknown to me.
My lifetime is drifting away,
my graying hairs are showing;
but interiorly there is no diminishment.
In my heart this love is growing!
One thing, only one, I still desire:
Would that I could serve or go
or do something for the missions something very special, entirely so!
Who implanted this zeal in me?
Who gave me this deep urge?
Is it not from God my Savior . . .
meant to return to and in him converge?
I want to give myself to you wholly and entirely wholly and entirely for whatever you choose.
I want to disappear in humility . . . lose
myself: be but a tool for you to use.
When death approaches I shall speak;
I will say: "Look, it is fulfilled!
What was always moving through my life
has unfolded. See what God has willed!"
My yearning now is stilled. And my God
gazes tenderly on me at my side.
People everywhere are finding life: salvation!
God's kingdom is spreading worldwide!
1875
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URGENT REQUEST

The year 1875 stands out in Therese's life. Her
sense of mission sharpens acutely. The "prophecy" of
missionary Bishop Raimondi of Hong Kong the year before
- that she would soon start a mission foundation herself - is
burning in her.
On Sunday, April 25, Therese makes a private vow
to dedicate herself completely to the missions. On August
10, she writes her poem, Yearning, expressing her longing
to spread God's kingdom worldwide. On September 8, she
makes a note about the new Mission House founded in
Steyl, Holland, by Arnold Janssen. Shortly after, the
present poem arises out of her yearning that God's word be
preached and spread to the extremities of the earth. In
November, hearing that the old Abbey in Neuwerk is up for
lease, she begins negotiating regarding it.
In this poem we distinctly hear how Therese's
longings parallel those of John Baptist Jordan (just
beginning his Spiritual Diary this same year). Expressions
common to both of them stand out: help the Church; pain
over the many unbelievers; gain souls; preach; serve the
Savior; spread the faith to the ends of the earth; God alone!
- Though Therese and John Baptist have not yet met, the
Spirit is preparing their hearts and minds and shaping the
apostolic, universal, missionary charism that is Salvatorian.

URGENT REQUEST
Oh! If I only could
do some little good
for the Church, for its mission field If I could gain some yield
of souls — not for reward
but for eternity
and lovingly
serve you, my Savior Lord!
If I could only spread
the true light with steadfast trust!
O Lord! You must
have cast a spark
of love into my heart
or some small flame,
for when I think of unbelievers,
I feel deep pain!
Oh, how . . . yes, how
they would serve God already now
if God's word
were only preached
to them. (And once, having heard
and so been fed) how the faith would blossom and spread
until it reached
earth's extremities
there . . . there beyond its furthermost seas!
But be still,
little one, - just pray

as you know you ought;
God will guide you along the way.
Yes, pray and give yourself, until
God illumines your thought
and shows you his will.
(cont.)
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Sacrifice much quietly . . .
little things, such
as they are, always hiddenly
for the dear God.
In spirit, accompany
some priest or missionary
as, day by day,
they go their blessed way.
Good Savior mine,
breathe, oh breathe
forth your divine
Spirit upon your priests. Sheathe
them round with fortitude;
protect them in your solicitude.
O life, fleeting and short . . .
do you deserve our love
that we should court
you as we do? Better far
to consecrate you and all we are
to God alone,
as faith teaches: We are His own!
Yes! - Could I but devote
my life and my all to promote
the work of Jesus our Savior.
Could I but labor
to spread faith's light
and lovingly capture
souls, - I would live from delight
and die of rapture!
1875
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A NUN RESTORED TO HEALTH

In 1878 the Director of the Society of Divine Love
(Ilanz, Switzerland) unexpectedly visited Therese at
Neuwerk. The Ilanz Society had been declining since its
founder's death three years before. The visitor's request to
Therese was to form a mutual association with them. The
plan: Ilanz would select and send German-speaking
women to Therese, and she was to send someone to Ilanz
in exchange. It was thought that possibly such collaboration
would eventually lead to a merging.
Always desiring to do good, Therese was open to
the proposal. Her spiritual director, Pastor von Essen, saw
this as a hopeful step.
Not long after the first women from Ilanz were with
her, Therese sensed something happening. A foreign spirit
seemed to be threatening the missionary orientation of her
St. Barbara Institute. Her concern and distress were so
great that she became ill for several weeks. In her need to
be true to God and to herself, after much prayer, Therese
broke her connections with Ilanz on Saint Barbara's day,
December 4, 1879.
A year later on the very same day, December 4th,
Therese wrote this poem. It is quite possible - though we
cannot be sure - that the nun restored to health, of whom
the poem speaks, is Therese herself. A year has passed.
Looking back on it, Therese is reviewing and renewing
what God has done in her through this suffering. She is
ready to "follow the Savior still more nearly." She knows to
whom she belongs.

A NUN RESTORED TO HEALTH

Again the world lies
before my watching eyes . . .
Again it cries out to me:
"Sacrifice yourself! Generously!"
I ponder as I look Yes, indeed! Jesus took
all pain from me,
restored my health wonderfully!
I grasp now what he is offering me:
to choose sacrifice voluntarily!
This . . . this now - just when
I believed myself so close to heaven:
close to union, freed of all pain, removed from earthly tumult and gain . . .
blissfully called apart
to rest on Jesus' heart!
But, what is the Savior's will?
What is needed to still
his longing love? Will my choice
match the call of the bridegroom's voice? "Forget yourself totally . . .
Give me yourself unconditionally!
"Dedicate yourself to your sisters and brothers.
Whatever you do in love for others remember: you do it to me.
Struggle and suffer for them courageously.
Console them, too, (with a loving smile).
For their sakes, remain here still a while."
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(cont.)
. . . Yes, beloved souls - each and all:
I am coming to you! Just call
me in your pain. . . whatever you endure you sick, you blind, you orphaned, you poor . . .
(All of you suffering desolation — .)
You will be my life, my consolation!
I need to give more before heaven can be mine;
not ripe yet am I for that peace sublime.
I must follow the Savior still more nearly,
so, dear people, call me. Call out clearly!
As Christ's bride, it is not
rest, nor joy, nor bliss
that I seek. - No, it is this:
I truly want to share his lot his labors, sufferings, (even the wrong
done Him), to whom, espoused, I totally belong!
December 4, 1880
St. Barbara Institute

REBUKE OF MONEY

Wall paintings adorn the Myllendonk chapel. These
depict the passion of Jesus and other gospel scenes. It was
Therese's father, the baron himself, who selected the
subjects of the paintings. Interestingly, the final panel - a
large one - portrays Jesus saying: "Render to Caesar the
things that are Caesar's and to God the things that are
God's" (Mt. 22:21). Here is the inspiration behind the
Wuellenweber attitude toward material goods.
Therese lived frugally at her St. Barbara Institute.
Through her contacts with the civil authorities on behalf of
her orphans and with the families of her foster children, she
knew about their concerns with money. In fact, this was a
time of great poverty in Germany, so much so that child
labor was common. Some parents could not keep their
children because of their poverty. Others took on the role of
foster parents but put the child to work. Still others who had
entrusted a child to Therese took the child back to make
money for the family. The craze was money. Everywhere
people were battling for money.
In this poem Therese takes a realistic look at money,
"necessary in our world" but the root of evil (cf 1 Tm 6:10).
She expresses strong feelings and her words are sharp.
Here we see another side of her.
Finally, this is one of the few poems with the full
date. Usually that indicates something significant. April 24,
1881 is the eve of the sixth anniversary of Therese's vow to
dedicate herself completely to the missions. What might
she be saying here?
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REBUKE OF MONEY

Money! Money! - The world cries.
O shining metal, you hypnotize,
you bring curse everywhere - .
I will uncover your works; lay bare
your deceits and all you do.
A thousand times I denounce you!

Some earn the death penalty . . . who are these?
What trains and forms murderers and thieves?
It is greed for money, I tell
you. Even a child knows this well.

You bring thorns - not a rose to siblings in a family . . . to those
who lovingly united, help each other out.
There you enter, sowing contention and doubt.
Often you repay parents' caring attitude
with envy - though earlier a child showed gratitude.
And you lay bitter burdens at their door
as you prompt the child to demand always more.
Already you have perverted the heart
of parents with your subtle art,
by taking the child's place. Pernicious role!
You love gain more than a child's tender soul.
Money! With deceitful subtle intrusion
you turn love and friendship to illusion!
I warn you, friends: Money dulls the human heart
and desecrates its most sacred part.
Look at that poor fool, hungry and cold;
he hoards money; has a wealth in gold . . .
yet restlessly he scratches and will stretch
for more. Poor miser, poor wretch!
(cont.)

Money perverts thousands of hearts;
money forms scoundrels and readily charts
the way to eternal perdition and distress,
void of all peace and true happiness.
Money, you remain an evil . . . I must say,
even though necessary in our world today.
I will use you with prudence, wily Wealth,
. . . and, with misgiving, aware of your stealth.
If you try to draw me to hell,
with my own feet I shall trample you well.
Then I will soar beyond heaven's blue,
happy to be done forever with you!

St. Barbara Institute
April 24, 1881
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LYRIC

A small notice in a newspaper about a publication
called, The Missionary, caught Therese's eye on Easter
Wednesday, April 12, 1882. The quick response to her
inquiry and the subsequent visit of the founder of the young
Apostolic Teaching Society flooded Therese's spirit with
joy.
The purpose of the newly-founded Society was to
help spread, strengthen, re-enliven and defend the Catholic
faith everywhere in the world, in the spirit of the Apostles,
using every possible means. It aimed to make a great many
nominal Catholics thoroughly Catholic; to stir the fervent to
greater fervor still; to support organized pastoral works; and
to send missionaries to lands where the faith had not yet
taken root. To accomplish these aims, the young Society
invited pastors, educators, professional persons, parents,
children and other cooperators to collaborate with it. In the
Society's first brochure of 1881, Therese read: ". . . We
cannot know what effect the lay apostolate could have in
our times in lecture halls, in parliament, in official
organizations, on civil boards, in schools, in the workworld,
in families. The Apostolic Teaching Society places great
emphasis on the apostolate of the laity. It calls leaders,
teachers, parents, and administrators to keep in mind the
duty of their apostolate; it reminds the learned of the
significance of their knowledge for the Kingdom of God."
Seeing and hearing, Therese immediately knew her
place. Joy set her heart singing until the song itself had to
"out"! One marvels how quickly she grasped the nature and
aims of the Society and could summarize these in this
poem. She set the text to a traditional hymn-tune so that
many, singing it, could help spread the Good News.

LYRIC
O holy, venerable,
unique Society!
Apostolic, soul-zealous,
greathearted Society!
Grow steadily, increase,
spread everywhere!
Embrace and renew
the universe!
Draw to yourself pastors of souls,
draw teachers, educators and
dedicated women Oh, lead and guide them all!
Rechristianize the homeland;
evangelize non-believers;
protect orphans, homeless children Oh, teach and instruct them all!
Motivate fathers to steadfastness,
mothers to holy child-rearing,
country innkeepers to trustworthiness To holiness, call them all!
Impart true wisdom to the learned;
give pure form to the arts;
consecrate and transform the workworld.
Oh, do it . . . do it!
Enlighten your own leaders,
ignite them heart and soul
so that truly they seek nothing
but Jesus alone!
O holy, venerable,
unique Society!
Apostolic, soul-zealous,
greathearted Society!
July 22, 1882
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THOUGHTS ON CANDLEMAS DAY

THOUGHTS ON CANDLEMAS DAY
1893

After a silence of eleven years, Therese wrote her
last poem. The circle closes, so to speak. From the very
beginning, both Father Francis and Mother Mary had
looked to Rome, the center of Christendom, as their
starting point. By 1888, however, new religious foundations
were no longer allowed to begin in Rome; but nothing stood
in the way of making a foundation outside of Rome. Tivoli,
a nearby town, received the sisters.
The community grew quickly. Eventually, climate,
poverty, and over-crowded living quarters led to health
problems. Repeated requests to move to Rome went
unheard. The situation worsened. On January 22, 1883,
Father Francis told Mother Mary his firm decision to see to
it that the sisters' motherhouse be transferred to Rome
soon despite every difficulty. These words raised Therese's
hopes. She dwelt on the thought. Two weeks later she
wrote this poem. Her hope was so deep that she already
saw it fulfilled. She clung to this hope. It stirred her on April
30, 1893, personally to request this permission of the
Cardinal Vicar of Rome. His response: "Next year."
Therese's hope persisted. In September 1894, the sisters
were allowed permanently to settle in Rome.
This poem is a simple and touching account of how
Therese's love for Rome developed from childhood through
youth to her mature years. Both for Mother Mary and
Father Francis, Rome - as the seat of the "Father of
Christendom" - symbolized faith, fidelity, fortitude, and
universality.

Finally, my longing is stilled Finally, my desire fulfilled . . .
converted to reality!
Yes, now . . . finally,
I may depart for Rome,
(not as pilgrim, but to go home)!
Already in early youth I dreamed
of Italy. Even then it seemed
the Pope and his city
were one day meant for me.
I must admit: the little virtue I own
has its roots in the city of Rome.
Though up in years now, even old,
I treasure and tenderly hold
in my heart - which is still young recollections, (always replayed and resung) . . .
With love I often ponder these
wonderful sacred memories.
My mother already taught me
as a child sitting on her knee (wisely counseling as she smiled:)
"Take a great love for Rome, my child,
as your life's guiding star
to light the way wherever you are."
(cont.)
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And now I soon will go to live
and work and suffer and give
myself there, where the winds of holiness blow . . .
(where Christians from all parts come and go
and gather in the Roman sun)
to hear the Father of Christendom.
There Francis of the Cross will show
the unwalked path I am to go . . .
Both Father and Founder is he
and strong support will he always be - .
There, too, I will draw my final breath
and sink into God in quiet death.

- Tivoli near Rome
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BEFORE THE TABERNACLE

Therese may well have written this undated poem
during the period she was with the Institute of Perpetual
Adoration. One concludes this because these lines are
written in the same rhyme and metric form as her poem,
Our Exemplar (1870), and both poems express love for the
Blessed Sacrament.

O God, hidden in solitude and concealed
beneath your (sacramental) garment of humility, your love, so magnificently revealed,
awakens holy desires in us wonderfully.
What would become of us in this life far as we are from heaven, our true home caught up in worldly turmoil and strife . . .
were you not with us? Were we alone?

Therese always loved the Blessed Sacrament. To
appreciate this, one need only recall what she wrote in her
life sketch (1892) about her first Communion at age 13. "On May 10, 1846, I received my first Holy Communion,
during which I had the grace to weep out of interior joy,
though I'm not one prone to be particularly pious." Though
she may not have been demonstrative of her devotion, she
set these verses (in the original German) to a hymn-tune of
the times. In the general archives in Rome, it is noted by
one of the sisters, that Mother Mary "sang and played this
hymn wonderfully."

You chose to share our exile,
hidden God. You love to dwell
with us here this little while
of life . . . and want us with you after death as well.
Indeed, here your children always find
entry to your heart . . . But how can it be
that worldly glamor leaves them cold and blind
to the ache of your love's ardency?
O Heart, infinitely good and kind,
we at least want to remain
true to you. Ever-patient Captive, bind
us by your love and enchain
us. O Jesus, we want to live and die
for you. We pledge it this very day.
And out of love for you, here am I to sacrifice, suffer, work and pray.
Undated
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THE LESSER
THEILESSER I

This poem flows out of Mother Mary's deep
appreciation of the mystery of the Incarnation. The humble
child of Bethlehem awed her as did the God-Man, obedient
unto death on a cross who, risen - still today remains
"utterly wrapped in humility" beneath sacramental veils
(Our Exemplar). Contemplating her Lord and Savior,
Therese learned humility and obedience. These virtues
marked her dispositions before God and her relations with
Father Francis and others. She found it important also to
form the early members of her community in these virtues.
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The poem itself is humble, both as to form and
content. Its central theme is "Increase in me . . . make me
decrease" (cf Jn 3:30). Mother Mary set the text to a simple
French melody so that the sisters could sing it, especially at
Christmas. Her love for the Incarnation led her to surround
this feast with special solemnity in the circle of her young
community. Is it any wonder then that, in 1907, while the
sisters were gathered around the altar for the midnight
Mass of Christmas, the Divine Savior called Mary of the
Apostles to himself to "possess (her) entirely and wholly?"
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THE LESSER I

Cover -

The lesser I, the greater you . . .
O Jesus, make me lowly.
Increase in me; possess my heart
entirely and wholly!

Silhouette cutting
The work either of Therese or her mother
All silhouette illustrations in this book are part of
Mother Mary's personal belongings.

Frontispiece -Therese at age 17
Original photo in general archives, Rome

Your yoke is sweet, your burden light,
O Jesus, let me share it.
Make me decrease in your sight
and mine, Good Jesus, beyond all compare!
Yes, make me truly lowly
that you may mature in me;
then that which no one else can give
I'll find in you and live!
Then I possess all because you are All!
In you who are great, I am great.
Being close to you and your Mother, Lord,
how blessed indeed is my state.

Undated

p. xvi
17 --

Watercolor: Castle Dyck
(A neighboring castle, property of Prince Salem)
Paper: 23 x 29 cm; picture 15.2 x 20 cm
Dated: June 186?; signed: Th.se v. Wüll (The sheet of paper is damaged).

p.
p. 16
37 -

Pencil drawing: Flowers
Sheet: 15.5 x 22 cm; drawing: 9.5 x 15.5 cm
Without date. Signed: Therese von Wüllenweber

p.
p. 21
42 -

Photograph of Castle Myllendonk
The original: a brown drawing on cream
background. An inscription under the drawing reads:
Myllendonk. Elise von Wuelenweber (sic).
Drawn 1876
Therese received the photo from her father the day
before she left Germany to begin the Sisters'
foundation in Tivoli near Rome. She wrote on the
envelope: "Papa gave me this on November 20,
1888, saying: 'You may never give it away - if you
absolutely must do so, then give it to His Eminence,
Cardinal Melchers'."
Paul Melchers (1813-1895), ordained 1841; Bishop
of Osnabrück 1857-1866; Archbishop of Cologne
1866; Kulturkampf imprisonment 1874; fled to
Belgium 1875; called to Rome and created cardinal
1885; entered the Society of Jesus in his later years;
died as a Jesuit novice February 10, 1892.
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(1813-1895), ordained 1841; Bishop
of Osnabrück 1857-1866; Archbishop of Cologne
1866; Kulturkampf imprisonment 1874; fled to
Belgium 1875; called to Rome and created cardinal
1885; entered the Society of Jesus in his later years;
died as a Jesuit novice February 10, 1892.

p. 36 - Silhouette cuttings

p. 40 - Pencil sketch
Cover
- 16.2Silhouette
Size
x 12.1 cm cutting
Theor
work
either of Therese or her mother
Without date
signature
All silhouette illustrations in this book are part of
Mary's personal belongings.
p. 44 - SilhouetteMother
cuttings
Jesus crucified; Jesus carrying the cross
Frontispiece
- Therese
at the
ageoriginal
17
Slightly reduced
from
Original
photo in general archives, Rome
Undated and
unsigned

p. 17
Watercolor:
Castle
Dyck
p. 50
- Watercolor:
Woman and
Child
(A
neighboring
castle,
property of Prince Salem)
Original in Neuwerk, Germany
Paper:
23
x
29
cm;
picture
15.2 x 20 cm
Dated: 1867, Therese von Wüllenweber
Dated: June 186?; signed: Th.se v. Wüll (The sheet of paper is damaged).
p. 58 Drawing by Ludwig Lange, 1847
The Island of Nonnenwerth on the river Rhine and
p. 37 Pencil drawing: Flowers
Rolandseck in the mid-19th century
Sheet: 15.5 x 22 cm; drawing: 9.5 x 15.5 cm
Without date. Signed: Therese von Wüllenweber
p. 63 - Pencil sketch
Original: on the reverse side of the sketch on p. 40;
p. 42 Photograph of Castle Myllendonk
Size 16.2 x 12.1 cm
The original: a brown drawing on cream
Without date or signature
background. An inscription under the drawing reads:
Myllendonk. Elise von Wuelenweber (sic). Drawn
p.77 - Silhouette1876.
cutting
Place andTherese
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received 1864
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p. 82 - Facsimile of the handwritten poem, "Yearning"
1888,
saying:
'You
may
never
give it away - if you
v. 3 (lines 2-4) and vs. 4, 5, 6
absolutely
must
do
so,
then
give
it to His Eminence,
Slightly reduced from the original

p. 98 - Facsimile of the handwritten poem, "Thoughts on
Candlemas
57 - Day"
Silhouette cuttings
verses 4, 5, 6 ofThe
the poem
lower left-hand corner of a page of various
cuttings. These, as well as the one on the cover of
p. 104 - The traditional French
melody
to which
set
this book,
may
have Therese
been done
by Therese's
her poem: "Themother,
Lesser who
I" was skilled in this art form.
Undated and unsigned
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The lower left-hand corner of a page of various
cuttings. These, as well as the one on the cover of
this book, may have been done by Therese's
mother, who was skilled in this art form.
Undated andNOTES
unsignedON ILLUSTRATIONS

p. 82 - Facsimile of theCardinal
handwritten
poem, "Yearning"
Melchers'."
v. 3 (lines 2-4) and vs.
4, Melchers
5, 6
Paul
(1813-1895), ordained 1841; Bishop
Slightly reduced fromofthe
original 1857-1866; Archbishop of Cologne
Osnabrück
1866; Kulturkampf imprisonment 1874; fled to
p. 86 - Watercolor: ChildrenBelgium
at the seaside
1875; called to Rome and created cardinal
Original size: 22 x 161885;
cm entered the Society of Jesus in his later years;
Signed: Therese v. Wüll.ber
died as a Jesuit novice February 10, 1892.
Dated: 1868

p. 61

-

Pencil sketch
Size 16.2 x 12.1 cm
Without date or signature

p. 65

-

Silhouette cuttings
Jesus crucified; Jesus carrying the cross
Slightly reduced from the original
Undated and unsigned

p. 71

-

Watercolor: Woman and Child
Original in Neuwerk, Germany
Dated: 1867, Therese von Wüllenweber

p. 79

Drawing by Ludwig Lange, 1847
The Island of Nonnenwerth on the river Rhine and
Rolandseck in the mid-19th century

p. 84

-

Pencil sketch
Original: on the reverse side of the sketch on p. 40;
Size 16.2 x 12.1 cm
Without date or signature

p.98

-

Silhouette cutting
Place and date: Myllendonk 1864
Signed: Therese Freiin von Wüllenweber
("Freiin", i.e., baroness, or heir to the barony)

